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The establishment of a military force to go abroad and overthrow governments does not
appear anywhere in the Constitution of the United States, nor does calling for destruction of
countries that do not themselves threaten America appear anywhere in Article 2, which
describes the responsibilities of the President. Indeed, both Presidents George Washington
and John Quincy Adams warned against the danger represented by foreign entanglements,
with  Adams  specifically  addressing  what  we  now  call  democracy  promotion,  warning  that
the United States “should not go abroad to slay dragons.”

Since the end of the Second World War, the United States has proven to be particularly
prone to attacking other countries that have only limited capability to strike back. North
Korea was the exception that proved the rule when the Chinese intervened to support its
ally in 1950 to drive back and nearly destroy advancing U.S. forces. Otherwise, it has been a
succession of Granada, Panama, Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia,  Serbia,  and Libya, none of
which had the capability to hit back against the United States and the American people.

Iran just might prove to be a harder nut to crack. There has been a considerable escalation
in tension between Washington and Tehran since the White House withdrew from the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) in May. The JCPOA was intended to monitor Iran’s
nuclear program to ensure that it would not be producing a nuclear weapon. Since that
time, the U.S. and Israel have been threatening the Iranians and accusing them of both
having a secret nuclear program and engaging in widespread regional aggression. In the
latest incident, President Donald Trump tweeted in response to comments made on July 21st
by Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, who had told a meeting of Iranian diplomats that war
between America and Iran would be a misfortune for everyone, saying

“Mr.  Trump, don’t  play with the lion’s tail,  this would only lead to regret.
America should know that peace with Iran is the mother of all peace, and war
with Iran is the mother of all wars.”

Trump responded in anger all in capital letters,

“NEVER, EVER THREATEN THE UNITED STATES AGAIN OR YOU WILL SUFFER
CONSEQUENCES  THE  LIKES  OF  WHICH FEW THROUGHOUT HISTORY  HAVE
EVER SUFFERED BEFORE. WE ARE NO LONGER A COUNTRY THAT WILL STAND
FOR YOUR DEMENTED WORDS OF VIOLENCE & DEATH. BE CAUTIOUS!”
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Interventionist  U.S.  national  security  adviser  John  Bolton  added  fuel  to  the  fire  with  a
statement  on  the  following  day  that

“President Trump told me that if Iran does anything at all to the negative, they
will pay a price like few countries have ever paid before.”

President Trump’s warning that he would annihilate Iran missed the point that Rouhani was
offering peace and urging that both sides work to avoid war. The Administration has already
announced that it will reinstate existing sanctions on Iran and will likely add some new ones
as well. After November 4th, Washington will sanction any country that buys oil from Iran,
markedly increasing the misery level for the Iranian people and putting pressure on its
government.

Iran, while recognizing the overwhelming imbalance in the forces available to the two sides,
has not taken the threats from Washington and Tel Aviv lightly. Its Quds Revolutionary
Guards Special Forces chief Major Generral Qassem Soleimani has now warned Trump that

“We are near you, where you can’t even imagine … Come. We are ready … If
you begin the war, we will end the war. You know that this war will destroy all
that you possess.”

Iran’s Guards commanders have in the past threatened to target and destroy U.S. military
bases across the Middle East, and also target Israel,  within minutes of being attacked.
Military targets would be defended by both Israeli and U.S. counter-missile batteries but
civilian targets would be vulnerable, particularly if Hezbollah, with an estimated 100,000
rockets of various types, joins in the fighting from Lebanon.

Washington argues that its pressure on Iran is intended to force its government to end its
nuclear program as well as its support for militant groups in the Middle East, where Iran, so
the claim goes, is engaged in proxy wars in both Yemen and Syria. The arguments are,
however, largely fabrications as Iran has no nuclear weapons program and its engagement
in Syria is by invitation of the legitimate government in Damascus while aid to Yemen’s
Houthi’s is very limited. And there is no Iranian threat to the United States or to legitimate
American interests.

Given the size of Iran, its large population, and clear intention to resist any U.S. attack,
military action against the country, which many in Washington now see as inevitable, would
be by missiles and bombs from the air and sea. But it would not be a cakewalk. In the past
year, Iran has deployed the effective Russian made SA-20c SAM mobile air defense units as
well as the S-300 VM missile system, which together have a range of more than 100 miles
that could cover the entire Persian Gulf.  Radar has also been upgraded. They are the
centerpieces of an air defense system that could prove formidable against attacking U.S.
aircraft and incoming missiles while ballistic missiles in large numbers in the Iranian arsenal
could cause major damage to U.S. bases, Israel, the Gulf States and Saudi Arabia.

All  of  which means that  Americans will  die  in  a  war  with Iran,  possibly  in  substantial
numbers, and the threat by Iran to close the strategic Strait of Hormuz is no fantasy. It has
threatened to do so if its own oil exports are blocked after November 4th, even if there is no
war. And if there were war, even if subjected to sustained attack, Iran would be able to
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threaten ships trying to use the Strait with its numerous batteries of anti-ship missiles
hidden along the country’s rough and mountainous coastline, to include the Russian made
SS-N-22  Sunburn,  which  is  the  fastest  and  most  effective  ship  killing  missile  in  anyone’s
arsenal. Fired in volleys, it would be able to overwhelm the defenses of U.S. warships, to
include aircraft carriers, if they get too close. With the Strait closed in either scenario, oil
prices would go up dramatically, damaging the economies of all the major industrialized
nations, including the United States. A major war would also add trillions to the national
debt.

Iran also has other resources to strike back, including cadres ready and able to carry out
terror attacks in the United States and Western Europe. American tourists in Europe will be
particularly vulnerable. The reality is that the United States has no motive to go to war with
Iran based on its own national interests but seems to be prepared to do so anyway under
pressure from Israel and Saudi Arabia. If it does do so, Iran will  certainly lose, but the
damage to the United States at every level might possibly be very high.

*

This article was originally published on American Herald Tribune.
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